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Dominic Donato, *Hum* (Calabrese Brothers)

- Additional works for percussion by Donato
  - *either/or* for solo djembe (Calabrese Brothers)
  - *Ring* for solo amplified tam-tam (Manuscript)
  - *Static Threads* for percussion quartet (Manuscript)
  - *Slip* for amplified tam-tam and looping device (Manuscript)
  - *About Time* for two marimbas (Manuscript)
  - *Parallel Lines* for percussion duo (Manuscript)
  - *Solo’Tude* for solo timpani (Manuscript)
  - *Without a Doubt* for solo drumset (Manuscript)
  - *Reuse, Recycle, Reduce* for percussion quartet (Manuscript)
  - *Seven* for percussion ensemble of seven large tam-tams (Manuscript)
  - *Six* for percussion ensemble of six large tam-tams (Manuscript)
  - *Plan B* for percussion ensemble of seven tam-tams and seven barei bells (Manuscript)